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LIFE LIFE

Beautiful as this is, it was a misguided 
extravagance. White had better options than 
sacrificing a rook, while Black had a better 
defence available afterwards. As they say,  
‘long variation, wrong variation’. 

I shared these moves with the press 
conference after the game, whereupon  
Carlsen caused some amusement by stating  
that he hadn’t seen any of it, and rejected  
26...Qb5 on the mundane grounds that I  
could play 27.b3. Such is the wisdom of  
a hangover. 

Instead, he responded by simply shunting 
his queen from d7 to d6. I am sure it is no 
coincidence that my cognitive bender was so 
swiftly followed by a serious oversight. My 
very next move was the one which granted him 
the tactical opportunity he needed to turn the 
game around. He went on to win the 2012 
London Chess Classic, thereby eclipsing the 
record international rating set by Garry 
Kasparov in 1999. 

I found an article on the Daily Mail  
website from that very week, which included  
an intriguing detail. ‘Carlsen’s manager  
Espen Agdestein said he didn’t anticipate  
his client would be devoting any time to 
enjoying a few glasses of champagne to 
celebrate the landmark because he was “a  
bit boring in that regard”.’

  Across
 1 Ungenerous-sounding 

notice gets woman in 
frenzy (6)

 7 Birthday back in one 
Scottish home (5)

 13 A sign to remove singer 
(5)

 17 Parent welcoming one of 
her parents some time (6)

 20 Transmit most of short 
story about French 
aristocrat (7)

 21 Scoop line through  
mound (6)

 24 Teacher with itch and  
rash (8)

 26 Around end of year old 
man feared being obsolete 
(4)

 27 Goalies regularly get 
a cheer (3)

 28 Throw pipe down on side 
of tray (3)

 29 Glider lands wife in 
hospital (4)

 34 A whole theory is carved 
into oak (6)

 36 Long passages from 
singular belief systems (7)

 38 New car tax has one by  
the throat (6)

 41 Protecting fabulous  
finish (9)

 42 Newly equip official with 
modern technology (5)

 43 Exploits good food being 
spoiled, nothing 
foreseeable (4,2,3)

 45 French city is almost 
wrecked (2,4)

  Across
 1 Disable top of missile on 

purpose (4)

 2 Animals in afternoon 
around in range (7)

 3 Somewhat sedentary in 
garden (4)

 4 Stop wearing a ring? (7)
 5 Old coins from Greece 

chosen specially (8)
 6 School just occasionally 

offers full range (5)
 8 I party on return to island 

(4)
 9 Useless people, on stage in 

calamitous musical? (4,4)
 10 Get clean eastern stringed 

instrument (5)
 14 Fat cats in trouble?  

Good! (9)
 18 Pass daughter the best 

ointment (4,5)
 19 Solid things Horace said 

(in translation) (10)
 23 Back at sea with new  

guns (7)
 25 Religious reformer 

Richard plunged into  
river (8)

 26 Accompaniments from  
the foreign inadequate 
soprano (8)

 30 Clown at jetty is rubbish (7)
 31 Moulding originally  

from America, part 
unfinished (7)

 35 Calamity in field, river 
rising in curves (5)

 37 Stake decapitated poet (4)
 40 Awaiting action? Bother! 

(2-2)

A first prize of £30 for the first 
correct solution opened on 12 
June. There are two runners-up 
prizes of £20. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2606, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 

Crossword 
2606: In a 
twinkling  
by Fieldfare

As my host was weak and weary, I was loath to make 
 a query:
Was the main dish cassowary, duck or raven? I’m 
 not sure,
‘Thing of evil’ was my theory – on my plate I spied 
 a claw.
          Couldn’t stomach any more.
 
What came next gave me the jitters (washed it down 
 with gin and bitters)
Couldn’t face the raven fritters, or the home-made 
 Quiche Lenore.
As the sickly lamplight guttered: ghastly, grim the 
 words he uttered,
‘Come and dine again,’ he muttered, handing round 
 the petit fours.
Straight I wheeled, as ‘No!’ I stuttered, making for 
 the chamber door,
          Feebly croaking ‘Nevermore!’.
Sylvia Fairley’

Beaknose Eliot sets his mind
To scrupulous attentiveness,
Impassive, unsurprised to find 
The sandwiches are egg and cress.

As distant as the cratered moon,
The poet sips his anisette.
Somebody drops a coffee spoon
When Sweeney lights a cigarette.

Outside, ursine Arcturus burns,
Irradiating Northern skies.
The mâitre d’ politely spurns
An invite to hypothesise.

He states the customers must choose. 
Assailed by doubt and counter-doubt,
The poet settles to peruse
The mysteries within, without.
Basil Ransome-Davies

Invited to lunch with my friend ‘Lewis Carroll’ –
The Reverend Dodgson – immured in his cloisters,
I thought to surprise him by bringing a barrel
Containing six dozen delectable oysters.

He chatted incessantly, one of his habits,
And wondered if tadpoles would grow into sharks,
Bemoaning the shortage of gloves for White Rabbits,  
 And blaming the dearth on sartorial Snarks.

He spoke of policemen who knitted a truncheon…
His thoughts, it appeared, were beginning to drift.
Believing the moment had come for our luncheon,
I offered my ostreicultural gift.

‘How kind, my dear fellow! But – don’t think me
 selfish –
I eat only salads prepared by my cousin.
Alas! I’m allergic to all kinds of shellfish.’
He nibbled his lettuce. I ate the six dozen. 
Brian Allgar

NO. 3303: SEX EDUCATION

Sex education has been in the news lately. 
You are invited to submit an explanation of 
the facts of life by a person from the field of 
fact or fiction who might be deemed a sur-
prising choice. Please email entries of up to 
150 words/16 lines to lucy@spectator.co.uk 
by midday on 7 June.

SOLUTION TO 2603   

2603 has the prime factors 19 x 137 which further decompose 
into (102 - 92) x (42 + 112). Therefore the rubric states: 
‘puzzle NUMBER is BRACKET TEN SQUARED MINUS 
NINE SQUARED BRACKET TIMES BRACKET FOUR 
SQUARED PLUS ELEVEN SQUARED BRACKET’.

First prize John Bennett, Havant, Hants
Runners-up Julie Sanders, Bishops Waltham, Southampton;
Richard Andrews, Ashford, Middlesex

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

Aspirin, a greasy fry-up, even hair of the dog – all 
are popular options when nursing a hangover. The 
last thing you would choose to do is play a long 
game of chess, but that’s exactly the pickle in 
which Magnus Carlsen found himself during the 
first round of the 2012 London Chess Classic. The 
world number one had celebrated his 22nd 
birthday the night before, but dinner and bowling 
‘turned into something else’ as he shared on the 
Norwegian podcast Sjakksnakk a few weeks ago. 

Carlsen shambled into a wretched position, but 
was granted a lifeline after one poor move from 
his opponent in the middlegame: ‘All of a sudden 
I felt like my whole hangover just got cured.’ The 
rejuvenated Carlsen decided it would be ‘epic’ if 
he managed to win the game. And so he did, 
thanks to some formidable technique featuring an 
unlikely king march in a complex endgame with 
queens on the board. 

His opponent, alas, was me. But chagrined, I 
am not. Carlsen’s story tallies with my own 
experience, which is that my chess performance in 
supposedly impaired states is nowhere near as bad 
as it ought to be. I too have won a game with a 
hangover, in a manner which made me rather 
satisfied. I don’t plan to repeat the experience, but 
getting ill is harder to avoid and has much the 
same effect. As creative constraints go, the need 
for extreme economy of brainwork is not too bad. 
You fall back on trusting your gut, and rediscover 
the truth that intuition is only slightly inferior to 
the contrivances of conscious thought. 

A case in point arose during that game  
against Carlsen. On my 26th move I advanced my 
knight from f3 to e5, in order to attack his queen 
on d7. While considering it, I spotted one of the 
most enjoyable checkmating ideas I have ever 
seen at the board (see diagram, above right). 

The position in the diagram never occurred in 
the game, but shows the moment which I 
imagined after a long sequence of moves 
involving a rook sacrifice. (The full game score is 
available online, and the hypothetical sequence of 
moves was 26...Qb5 27 Qf3 Qxb2 28 Bxg7 Qxa1+ 
29 Kg2 Nxg7 30 Qxf7+ Kh8 31 N3g4 Qc1.)

White gives mate with 32 Qg8+! Kxg8 (other 
captures allow Ne5-f7 mate) 33 Nh6+ and then 
33...Kf8 34 Nd7 mate or 33...Kh8 34 Nf7 mate.

In Competition No. 3300, you were invited 
to describe in verse a meal of your choice 
with a well-known poet, living or dead.  

The entry was a whopper, with too many 
star performers to name individually. Hats 
off, all round. The winners, which include 
David Silverman’s account of going on a 
bender with Dante, take £25.

Our breakfast stood – a Loaded Plate – 
Of Bacon – crisply Hot  
Two Sausages – in bursting skins – 
Of mushrooms – a compote 
The farmyard’s Gift – two yellow Eggs   
Whose faces – shamed the Sun 
Fried Bread that sizzled in the Pan – 
Hot Sauce upon my Thumb 
A dash of fragrant Marmalade   
Tomatoes – in a Sea 
Of Baked Beans yielding rosy Sauce 
For added Piquancy. 
Our hunger met – our polished Plates – 
Did Satisfaction prove 
For we had dined – deliciously 
And We could – hardly Move –
Janine Beacham

Last week I went for liquid lunch with Dante.
He started with a straight Bacardi Breezer.
I added lime to mine. He upped the ante:
Before long, grinning like the Mona Lisa,
He’s mixed Prosecco with three shots of Pernod;
By now he’s leaning like the Tower of Pisa,
And loudly shouting chunks out of Inferno –
Whole pages from the sixth and seventh Canti,
Then, knocking back a glass of Tuscan Merlot,
Followed by a bottle of Chianti,
He’s singing ‘Jesus, Thou Art My Redeemer’,
Some thirteenth-century Florentine sea shanty,
And ‘Nessun Dorma’ – all in terza rima –
And then, all hope abandoned, in walks Giotto,
They’re belting out ‘The Girl from Ipanema’,
The two Renaissance men completely blotto. 
David Silverman

Come into the parlour, Lord,
            For it’s cool in the ice cream zone,
Come in for the sorbet, Lord,
            It will chill your occipital bone;
And the butterscotch sundaes have won an award,
            And there’s mint in a chocolate cone.
 
I’ve cautioned the owner, Alf Tennyson’s in,
            When he sees a gelato, he’ll swoop.
A milk-blossom float with a hint of pink gin?
            O snow-tongued and wild, we will whoop.
Tutti and frutti, the tongue’s twins akin?
            Yea, we’ll sware by pistachio gloop,
Lick dairy-free caramel, lips in a spin,
            Or larkspur, a quadruple scoop! 
Bill Greenwell

Shades of midnight resonating, while I pondered, 
 ruminating
On the meal I knew was waiting, fearing most the 
 Plat du Jour.

PUZZLE NO. 753

White to play. Another variation from McShane 
– Carlsen, London Chess Classic 2012 (in case of 
32…Qf6-f5) Carlsen avoided this position, since 
he had spotted a winning move for White. What 
was it? Answers should be emailed to chess@
spectator.co.uk by Monday 29 May. There is a 
prize of £20 for the first correct answer out of a 
hat. Please include a postal address and allow six 
weeks for prize delivery.

Last week’s solution 1 Qxd4! wins. 1...Rxd4 2 
Bxe6+ Kh8 3 Rf8# or 1...cxd4 2 Bxe6+ Kh8 3 Rxc7 
Last week’s winner Jim Walton, London SW11

Chess 
The morning after  
Luke McShane

The unclued lights are of a kind 
and may be easy to see. A diacrit-
ical mark should be ignored in 
each of two clued solutions.

Competition 
Brunch with Byron  
Lucy Vickery

White to play, a variation from McShane - 
Carlsen, London Chess Classic 2012
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